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Apple today removed the iPod nano and iPod shuffle from its website ... confirmed the iconic portable media .... The tech giant
discontinued the iPod classic in 2014 and hasn't updated the shuffle or nano in recent years. Apple released the first shuffle
and .... Image may contain Electronics Ipod iPod Shuffle and Wristwatch ... Apple quietly pulled the iPod Nano and Shuffle out
of its virtual stores today.. The iPod nano and iPod shuffle hadn't seen notable updates in even longer. There's certainly still a
market for the iPod touch. It makes a great .... Apple appears to have discontinued its shrunken MP3 player, the iPod Shuffle.
Josh Miller/CNET. It's the end of an era. Apple appears to have .... Getty Apple updated its iPod lineup on Thursday and
discontinued the iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle.. iPod nano and shuffle discontinued, iPod Touch 32GB and 128GB to stay. 0.
Apple is discontinuing one of its oldest product lines that have spanned over a .... Read the latest news and updates on Ipod nano
ipod shuffle discontinued, Ipod nano ipod shuffle discontinued information at Business Standard.. Apple has discontinued its
iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle personal media players. The only iPod that remains in Apple's fleet is the iPod Touch, .... The iPod
Shuffle and iPod Nano were killed in mid-2017, with a lot of gnashing of teeth, and pulling of hair. There was lamenting from
many mouths: Apple .... Apple have discontinued the iPod Shuffle and Nano after over a decade on the market, and audio fans
are gutted.. Apple on Thursday removed the iPod nano and iPod shuffle from its website, signaling that the company has
discontinued the two portable .... 28 Jul 2017. Apple has confirmed that they're discontinuing two of their popular products —
the iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle. ... An Apple spokesperson has confirmed to The Verge that while the iPod Touch is getting a
memory upgrade on both the variants, iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle are being discontinued.. Analysts surveyed by FactSet
estimate that Apple has sold about 1 million iPods per quarter in 2017. Premium: Steve Jobs with Apple iPod Nano .... The
iconic iPod classic was discontinued in 2014. "Today, we are simplifying our iPod lineup with two models of iPod touch now
with double the .... Apple has now stopped making its famous music players - meaning anybody who owns one could be sitting
on a goldmine.. Update: We've confirmed with Apple that iPod nano and shuffle are indeed discontinued and will eventually be
removed from sale in retail .... Apple has announced plans to kill off the iPod nano and shuffle. They were the company's last
two music players without the ability to run .... The era of click wheel iPods is ending. ... their removal from the Apple website,
the iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle have been discontinued.. The iPod Shuffle is a digital audio player designed and formerly
marketed by Apple Inc. It was ... The iPod Shuffle was discontinued by Apple on July 27, 2017. ... case, similar to the second-
generation iPod Nano and the older iPod Mini. 87b4100051 
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